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tion members follow an evolutionarily stable strategy, assumption
(3) implies that every player in a given role adopts the same action,
so that each player effectively knows the action of its opponent
before this action is observed. Thus, given assumption (3), assumption (2) is reasonable. It is, however, not reasonable to assume that
players in a given role are identical. Individuals will differ in aspects
of quality that in¯uence the costs and bene®ts of taking an action,
and hence the action chosen will depend on quality. If the quality of
an opponent cannot be directly observed, then an opponent's action
is not known in advance and it will be bene®cial to respond to this
action once it has been observed. The opponent should respond in
turn, and so on, until both players reach a negotiated settlement.
It might be thought that, if the variation in quality is small, this
variation, and hence negotiation, can be ignored. We show, however, that this approximation may give quantitatively different
predictions even when the variation in quality is vanishingly small.
We present an analysis of negotiation in the context of a pair of
animals feeding their young, but the qualitative conclusions apply
to a wide class of games. If a parent increases its feeding effort this
will reduce its own future reproductive success, but will increase the
success of itself and its partner in the current breeding attempt.
Thus a con¯ict of interest exists, with each parent preferring the
other to work hard. There is evidence that a parent responds directly
to the effort of its partner6,7, so that a model involving negotiation
seems appropriate. In contrast, the standard model of parental
effort by Houston and Davies8 involves a single decision. This game
can be summarized as follows. All members of a given sex are
identical. Each parent makes a single choice of effort, ignoring the
partner's effort, so that there is no negotiation. If the male provides
effort um and the female provides effort uf then B um  uf  young
survive to maturity. These efforts reduce the future reproductive
success of the male and the female by Km(um) and Kf(uf ), respectively. For a given female effort uf, the best male effort Ãrm(uf ), is the
value of um that maximizes
B u m  uf  2 K m u m 

..............................................................................................................................................

Evolutionary game theory is concerned with the evolutionarily
stable outcomes of the process of natural selection. The theory is
especially relevant when the ®tness of an organism depends on the
behaviour of other members of its population. Here we focus on
the interaction between two organisms that have a con¯ict of
interest. The standard approach to such two-player games is to
assume that each player chooses a single action and that the
evolutionarily stable action of each player is the best given the
action of its opponent. We argue that, instead, most two-player
games should be modelled as involving a series of interactions in
which opponents negotiate the ®nal outcome. Thus we should be
concerned with evolutionarily stable negotiation rules rather than
evolutionarily stable actions. The evolutionarily stable negotiation rule of each player is the best rule given the rule of its
opponent. As we show, the action chosen as a result of the
negotiation is not the best action given the action of the opponent.
This conclusion necessitates a fundamental change in the way that
evolutionary games are modelled.
Most two-player game models with a continuous range of
possible actions assume that: (1) each player makes its choice
before it has observed the action of its opponent; (2) a player
cannot change its action once the opponent's action has been
observed; (3) all population members that have a given role in the
game are identical. For example, if each member of a pair of animals
chooses the proportion of time it spends scanning for predators as
opposed to feeding, then each would prefer to feed as much as
possible and so would prefer the other to be vigilant. In models of
this con¯ict3±5, all the above assumptions hold; in particular,
assumption (3) holds because the models assume (sometimes
implicitly) that all animals are identical in terms of both energy
reserves and ability to detect and escape from predators. If popula368
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Figure 1 The best effort of a male, rÃm(uf), given ®xed female effort uf, and the best effort
for the female, rÃf(um) given ®xed male effort um. The evolutionarily stable levels of effort, u*m
and u*f, are the coordinates of the intersection of these two functions. The contours are
lines of constant ®tness for the male. For a given male effort, ®tness increases with female
effort. Assume that the female responds to the male with response rule rÃf. Then if a male
provides effort vm, the female responds with rÃf(vm) and the point (vm,rÃ(vm)) is above the
contour that passes through (u*m,u*f). Thus the male's ®tness is higher than if he had used
®xed effort u*m or had used rÃm as a response rule.
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analogously. The evolutionarily stable male effort, u*m, and female
effort, u*f , satisfy
u*m  rÃm u*f 

and u*f  rÃf u*m 

2

Thus, the effort of every male is best given the effort of its partner
and vice versa. The functions Ãrm and Ãrf and the resulting evolutionarily stable levels of effort are shown in Fig. 1.
The functions Ãrm and Ãrf specify the response over evolutionary
time of one sex to the ®xed effort of the other sex. The functions
have been interpreted as specifying how one pair member should
behaviourally respond to the observed effort of its partner6±11. This
interpretation is incorrect, as then the population would not be
evolutionarily stable. To see this, suppose that all population
members adopted these behavioural response rules. The male and
female members of a pair would then alternate their responses until
their efforts u*m and u*f satis®ed equation (2). The total reproductive
success of a single mutant male that uses ®xed effort um would be
B um  rÃf um  2 K m um 

3

Female effort

This male can exploit the response rule of the female by taking his
effort to be just less than u*m, as the female will then partially
compensate for his lack of effort by increasing her own effort above
u*f. Figure 1 shows that, as a consequence, the mutant male's
reproductive success is greater than if he had used the response
rule Ãrm (or had used ®xed effort u*m).
In contrast to the assumptions of the model of ref. 8, parents will
differ in quality (for example, foraging ability), which will in¯uence
the rate at which they should feed their young. Thus, as parents have
been observed to respond to each other6,7, a realistic model must
seek evolutionarily stable negotiation rules rather than evolutionarily stable levels of effort. It is not straightforward to ®nd such rules
in general, so we concentrate on the following special model.
A negotiation involves the members of the breeding pair alternating in their choice of effort in response to that of their partner
until the efforts of both partners settle down to limiting values. We
refer to these ®nal efforts as the outcome of the negotiation. We
assume that in this process the effort adopted by an individual of
quality q in response to the effort u of its partner is a function r(u,q)
of u and q alone, and does not depend on efforts earlier on in the
negotiation. We refer to the function r(u,q) as the response rule of

ES negotiation
rule of male

Negotiated effort
of female, w f

Contour of
constant male
fitness

ES negotiation
rule of female

Negotiated effort
of male, w m
Figure 2 The evolutionarily stable negotiation rule for a male and its partner. If both
players use this rule the resultant efforts will be wm and wf. The contour again shows
constant ®tness for the male. However, unlike in Fig. 1, this contour is now tangential to
the evolutionarily stable negotiation rule of the female at (wm,wf). Now any movement
away from wm will result in the male obtaining a lower ®tness than if it had used the
evolutionarily stable negotiation rule.
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the individual. If a male of quality qm has response rule rm(u,qm) and
a female of quality qf has rule rf(u,qf ), then the outcome of
negotiation will be efforts uÃm and uÃf , respectively, where
uÃ m  r m uÃ f ; qm  and uÃ f  r f uÃ m ; qf .
The negotiation phase is assumed to be cost free. If the outcome
of negotiation is that a parent of quality q expends effort u, its loss in
future reproductive success is K(u,q), irrespective of its sex. An
individual of high quality pays less of a cost for a given level of effort
]2 K
than an individual of low quality; speci®cally, ]u]q
, 0. By convention we set quality q  0 to be that implicit in the model of ref. 8.
Then q in our current model can be interpreted as a quality
deviation. The evolutionarily stable efforts predicted by Houston
& Davies8 are then given by u*m  u*f  u*, where
B9 2u*  ]K
u*; 0. If the quality deviations of both individuals
]u
are small, then it is reasonable that the ®nal efforts are close to u*.
We can then Taylor-expand B to give the approximation
B utot   B 2u*  utot 2 2u*B9 2u* 

1
u 2 2u*2 B0 2u*
2 tot

4

where utot  um  uf . Our model takes this formula to be exact. By
similar reasoning we take
]K
]K
K u; q  K  u 2 u*
q
]u
]q
5


2
2
1
]2 K
2] K
2] K

u 2 u*
q
 2q u 2 u*
2
]u2
]q]u
]q2
where K and its derivatives are evaluated at u  u* and q  0.
As we show, the above form of B and K allows us to restrict
attention to response rules of the form
r u; q  u*  r  mq 2 l u 2 u*

6

where r, m and l are constants with jlj , 1. Here r indicates bias
from the baseline effort u* and m determines the dependence of an
individual's effort on its own quality. The crucial parameter is the
responsiveness l, which measures the degree to which an individual's effort compensates for the lack of effort of its partner. The
condition jlj , 1 ensures that the successive efforts of a parent in
the negotiation phase settle down to limiting values.
Suppose that almost all members of a population use a response
rule of the form of equation (6) with the same constants r, m and l.
Consider a single mutant individual that uses a negotiation rule that
maximizes its reproductive success with every possible partner that
it could have. We do not restrict the mutant to have a rule of the
form of equation (6), and allow the mutant to base its efforts in the
negotiation process on the whole history of the process before the
present time. We show in Box 1 that the dependence of the ®nal
effort of this individual, Är(u,q), on its own quality and the ®nal
negotiated effort, u, of its partner is
rÄ u; q  u*  rÄ  mÄq 2 lÄ u 2 u*
7
where rÄ  f l, mÄ  g l and lÄ  h l depend only on the responsiveness l of population members. However, then the outcome of
the negotiation is the same as if the mutant had just used Är(u,q) as a
response rule in the negotiation, and the mutant can do no better
than to adopt this simple response rule.
The function rÃm  rÃf of Houston and Davies8 gives the best effort
of an individual for a ®xed effort of its partner. If we interpret this
function as a negotiation rule (the HD rule) then the responsiveness
under this rule is lÄ  h 0 (as the partner's effort is ®xed and hence
has responsiveness l  0).
Within the class of response rules of the form of equation (6), the
unique evolutionarily stable negotiation rule has responsiveness
lESS, which satis®es lESS  h lESS . The other parameters are then
given by mESS  g lESS  and rESS  f lESS . The stability of the
outcome of negotiation in shown in Fig. 2. In Box 1 we show that
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0  2 lB9  2 uÃ 1  uÃ 2 2 2u* 1 2 l B02 2 uÃ 1 2 u*K0 2 q1 K1 .
Rearranging this expression gives

Box 1
Evolutionary stability
The evolutionarily stable (ES) effort of each parent, u*, as predicted by
the model of Houston and Davies8, is given by the solution to
]K
u*; 0  B9 2u*
]u

8

We assume that the marginal bene®t to the brood decreases as
parental effort increases. Thus B is a positive, increasing function and
2
B0 is negative. Let K0  ]]uK2 u*; 0 and assume that the marginal cost
of care increases as parental care increases, hence K0 is positive. Let
]2 K
K1  ]u]q
u*; 0, and assume that the marginal cost of care for a good
quality individual is less than that for a poor quality individual, hence K1
is negative.
The payoff to an individual of quality q providing effort u1
whose partner provides effort u2 is
R u1 ; u2   B u1  u2  2 K u1 ; q. Taking the Taylor expansions
(equations (4) and (5) to be exact and substituting from equation
(8) we obtain R u1 ; u2   u2 2 u*B9  u1  u2 2 2u*2 B02 2
u1 2 u*2 K20 2 q u1 2 u*K1 2 H q, where H(q) depends on q
alone and B9 and B0 are evaluated at 2u*.
We consider that females and males are identical and ignore any
role asymmetries. We therefore refer to individuals' roles as player 1 or
2 rather than female or male. Consider a population in which an
individual of quality q uses the response rule
r u; q  u*  r  mq 2 l u 2 u*, which is of the form of equation (6).
We look for the optimal behaviour of a rare mutant within this
population. Suppose that a rare mutant (player 1) of quality q1
partners a resident population member (player 2) of quality q2. We
allow the mutant to have full knowledge of its partner's quality and
rule. We also allow the mutant to use any negotiating strategy
providing that the negotiation eventually ends with well-de®ned
efforts by both partners. If, after negotiation, player 1 provides effort
u1, its payoff is
R u1 ; r u1 ; q2   r u1 ; q2  2 u*B9  u1  r u1 ; q2  2 2u*2
2 u1 2 u*2

B0
2

K0
2 q1 u1 2 u*K1 2 H q1 :
2

This is maximized when the ®nal effort of player 1, uÃ1, satis®es
dR
uÃ 1 ; r uÃ 1 ; q2   0, that is 0  ru uÃ 1 ; q2 B9 2 uÃ 1  r uÃ 1 ; q2  2 2u*
du1
3 1  ru uÃ 1 ; q2  B02 2 2 uÃ 1 2 u* K20 2 q1 K1 , where ru denotes the
partial derivative of r with respect to effort u. As ru u1 ; q2   2 l, the
mutant can do no better than negotiate a ®nal effort uÃ1 satisfying
B0
K
0  2 lB9  2 uÃ 1  r uÃ 1 ; q2  2 2u* 1 2 l 2 2 uÃ 1 2 u* 0 2 q1 K1
2
2
9
Given that player 1 negotiates effort uÃ1, the effort of player 2 after
negotiation is uÃ 2  r uÃ 1 ; q1 . Thus by equation (9), uÃ1 and uÃ2 are
related by

0 , lESS , lÄ. Thus the evolutionarily stable negotiation rule is less
responsive than the HD rule. We also show that, if any pair of
individuals use the evolutionarily stable negotiation rule, the outcome is that each individual expends less effort than if the individuals used the HD rule. Thus, if individuals recognize each other's
quality without negotiation, every member of every pair expends
more effort than if quality is not directly observable and effort has to
be negotiated. In particular, if both pair members have quality
q  0, then the ®nal negotiated effort of both is less than u*.
Moreover, as the outcomes under the evolutionarily stable
negotiation rule do not depend on the degree of quality variation
(provided there is some variation), we do not even obtain the
Houston and Davies efforts in the limit as quality variation tends to
zero.
370

uÃ 1  u* 

2 lB9  q1 K1 2 1 2 l uÃ 2 2 u*B0
:
K0 2 1 2 lB0

Now consider a mutant rule under which the dependence of the
negotiated effort of the mutant on its own quality q and its partner's
negotiated effort u is given by
rÄ u; q  u* 

2 lB9  qK1 2 1 2 l u 2 u*B0
K0 2 1 2 lB0

10

Then the above analysis shows that, regardless of its quality, the
mutant is doing the best it possibly can against every possible
partner.
Given that a population uses the response rule r u; q 
u*  r  mq 2 l u 2 u*, a mutant that uses the response rule
rÄ u; q  u* f l  g lq 2 h l u 2 u*, where f l  K0 221lB9
,
2 lB0
achieves the outcome of
g l  K0 221K21 lB0 and h l  K0221122lB0
lB0
equation (10). Thus the optimal negotiation rule of a mutant is also a
response rule of the form of equation (6).
From the above analysis there exists an ES negotiation rule within
the class of response rules of the form of equation (6). This rule is
given by rESS u; q  u*  rESS  mESS q 2 lESS u 2 u*, where the
responsiveness lESS is a solution of the equation lESS  h lESS ,
and the parameters mESS and rESS are given by mESS  g lESS  and
rESS  f lESS .
The responsiveness of the ES negotiation rule, lESS, satis®es
lESS  h lESS  and thus is a solution of B0l2ESS 2 2B0 2 K0 lESS 
B0  0. This equation has two roots; both are positive, only one is less
than 1. We take lESS to be the root satisfying 0 , lESS , 1. The
parameter mESS  g lESS   K0 2 122Kl1ESS B0 is positive, as K0 . 0,
K1 , 0, B0 , 0 and 1 2 lESS . 0. The parameter
B9
is negative, as B9 . 0 and lESS . 0.
rESS  f lESS   K0 221l2ESSlESS
B0
To show that the responsiveness of the ES negotiation rule is less
than that of the HD rule we note that the function h is positive and
decreasing and that lESS is positve. Therefore
lESS  h lESS  , h 0  lÃ, the responsiveness of the HD rule.
The negotiated effort of a player of quality q1 whose partner is
quality q2 is
uESS q1 ; q2   u* 

1 2 lESS rESS  mESS q1 2 lESS q2 
1 2 l2ESS 

11

if both players use the ES negotiation rule, and uÃ q1 ; q2  
Ã

Ã

u*  u q1 2Ã l2q2  if both players use the HD rule.
12l 

It can be shown algebraically that so long as q1  q2 is small
2 2B0B9
, then uESS q1 ; q2  , uÃ q1 ; q2 . Hence,
enough that q1  q2 , K0 B0K
1
the negotiated effort using the ES negotiation rule is smaller than that
using the HD rule.
The negotiated effort of a player is a strictly increasing function of its
quality (for a given partner's quality), as differentiating equation (11)
gives ]uESS]qq11 ;q2   1 2mESS
. 0.
l2 
ESS

Our analysis generalizes to any game in which individuals can
respond to each other's actions, and shows that the action chosen as
a result of negotiation may not be the best given that of the
opponent. For example, when two animals inspect a potential
predator12,13, after negotiation the distance of one animal from the
predator may not be the best distance given the distance of the other
animal. In many signalling games, the receiver responds to the
signaller but the signaller cannot respond to the behaviour of the
receiver14±17. A response by the signaller is, however, plausible in
many situations. As an example, consider chicks using begging
behaviour to signal need to a parent. If either foraging conditions
for parents vary or all parents do not have the same foraging ability,
then it will advantageous for a chick to alter its level of begging in
response to the effort of its parent. This may result in negotiation
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between the chick and the parent and the outcome may differ from
that predicted by models in which there is no responding.
At evolutionary stability in our parental effort game, the negotiated effort of an individual's partner is a strictly increasing
function of the partner's quality. Thus, after negotiation, an individual can infer the quality of its partner; that is, negotiated levels of
effort are honest. Despite this, efforts are less than if individuals
could directly observe quality. If population members behaved as if
inferred quality had been directly observed, then a mutant individual that pretended to have lower quality in the negotiation phase
would, after negotiation, expend low effort at the expense of its
partner, who would compensate (Fig. 1). Thus, the population
would not be evolutionarily stable.
M
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The liprin protein SYD-2 regulates
the differentiation of presynaptic
termini in C. elegans
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..............................................................................................................................................

At synaptic junctions, specialized subcellular structures occur in
both pre- and postsynaptic cells. Most presynaptic termini contain electron-dense membrane structures1, often referred to as
active zones, which function in vesicle docking and release2. The
components of those active zones and how they are formed are
largely unknown. We report here that a mutation in the
Caenorhabditis elegans syd-2 (for synapse-defective) gene causes
a diffused localization of several presynaptic proteins and of a
synaptic-vesicle membrane associated green ¯uorescent protein
(GFP) marker3,4. Ultrastructural analysis revealed that the active
NATURE | VOL 401 | 23 SEPTEMBER 1999 | www.nature.com

zones of syd-2 mutants were signi®cantly lengthened, whereas the
total number of vesicles per synapse and the number of vesicles at
the prominent active zones were comparable to those in wild-type
animals. Synaptic transmission is partially impaired in syd-2
mutants. syd-2 encodes a member of the liprin (for LAR-interacting protein) family of proteins which interact with LAR-type (for
leukocyte common antigen related) receptor proteins with tyrosine phosphatase activity (RPTPs)5,6. SYD-2 protein is localized
at presynaptic termini independently of the presence of vesicles,
and functions cell autonomously. We propose that SYD-2 regulates the differentiation of presynaptic termini in particular the
formation of the active zone, by acting as an intracellular anchor
for RPTP signalling at synaptic junctions.
We isolated the syd-2(ju37) mutant in a genetic screen for
mutations affecting the localization of a GFP marker, Punc-25 ±
SNB-1::GFP, associated with the synaptic-vesicle membrane (refs
3, 4 and M.Z. and Y.J., unpublished). SNB-1 is a C. elegans
synaptobrevin7, a synaptic-vesicle membrane protein involved in
vesicle docking and exocytosis2, and SNB-1::GFP is associated with
vesicles3. The unc-25 promoter drives the expression of SNB-1::GFP
in the GABAergic DD and VD motorneurons4,8. In wild-type
animals carrying this marker, here called juIs1, GFP is seen as
uniformly shaped ¯uorescent puncta evenly distributed along the
ventral and dorsal nerve cords, which correspond to the presynaptic
termini of 13 VD and 6 DD neurons, respectively9 (Fig. 1a, b). We
found that, in syd-2(ju37) juIs1 mutants, the total number of
¯uorescent puncta was the same as in wild-type animals (Fig. 1c±
f). However, these puncta showed various degrees of diffusion, and
the overall ¯uorescent intensity of GFP was reduced. In addition,
three presynaptic proteins (synaptotagmin, syntaxin and RAB-3)
were also diffusely localized in syd-2 mutants (Fig. 1g, h; data not
shown for syntaxin and RAB-3). syd-2(ju37) is a recessive mutation,
and homozygous syd-2(ju37) animals showed mild defects in many
visible behaviours, for example sluggish locomotion and defective
egg laying. Immunocytochemistry and GFP markers revealed no
abnormalities in the gross morphology of DD, VD and other
motorneurons in syd-2 mutants (data not shown). Thus, the diffuse
SNB-1::GFP pattern in syd-2(ju37) mutants re¯ects a defect in
presynaptic protein localization, but not in axonal guidance.
We cloned syd-2 by germline transformation rescue (see Fig. 2
and Methods). The predicted SYD-2 protein is highly homologous
to liprin-a (Fig. 2b)6. Liprin-a was ®rst identi®ed because it
interacted with the second phosphatase domain of LAR-type
RPTPs in the yeast two-hybrid assay5. In mammalian cells, liprina causes RPTPs to cluster to focal adhesions5. All liprins have coiledcoil domains at the amino terminal and three SAM domains at the
carboxy terminal5,10. SAM domains are protein modules that mediate homo- and heterodimerizations10. RPTPs interact with the Cterminal portion of liprin-a (ref. 5), and within this region SYD-2
and liprin-a1 are 60% identical (Fig. 2b). In the yeast two-hybrid
assay SYD-2 interacts with mammalian LAR and Drosophila DLAR
(C. Serra-PageÁs, M.Z., Y.J. and M. Streuli, unpublished results),
indicating that SYD-2 is a functional homologue of liprin-a.
Deletion of the three SAM domains (pCZ#10) greatly reduced
syd-2 rescuing ability (Fig. 2a), supporting the idea that the SAM
domains are important for SYD-2 function. Moreover, the ju37
mutation is probably a molecular null because it contained a C-to-T
transition, changing glutamine 397 to an amber stop, and the
predicted truncated protein was below the level of detection
(Fig. 2b, c).
To gain insight into SYD-2 function, we analysed its expression
pattern. Immuno¯uorescent staining of wild-type animals with
antibodies against SYD-2 revealed distinct subcellular expression
patterns in neurons and muscles (Fig. 3a±d). Using a syd-2±GFP
reporter construct that expressed GFP in cell bodies (pCZ#14;
Fig. 2a), we determined that syd-2 was expressed in all neurons
and muscles. Two lines of evidence indicate that syd-2 is required in
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